The Beckman Answer for DNA Sequencing Automation

As DNA sequencing work increases, so does the need for automation. Beckman's answer? The Biomek® 1000 Automated Laboratory Workstation. Single-handedly it automates the fragmentation steps of the Sanger/Coulson protocol for both fluorescent and radiolabeled sequencing.

Increase Throughput
With the Biomek, you can process 24 templates in under 45 minutes. That's 36,000 base pairs per day!

Eliminate Placement Errors
To process 24 templates requires more than 450 pipettings—a tedious, error-prone process. But give the job to Biomek and each step is performed with predictable precision, and no placement errors.

Pipette Volumes Down to 1.5 µL
Essential for your DNA sequencing work, the Biomek performs micro-volume pipetting, handling even viscous solutions with ease.

Call for details! Phone 800/742-2345, or write to Beckman Instruments, Inc., 1050 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304. Offices in major cities worldwide.
THE NEW STANDARD FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

CSS

COMPLETE STATISTICAL SYSTEM
WITH DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
AND GRAPHICS

A powerful, comprehensive, elegant, and super-fast statistical package for IBM (PC, AT, PS/2) and compatible computers. The CSS optimized user interface with fast hierarchical menus incorporates elements of artificial intelligence; even complex analyses require only a few keystrokes (batch processing is also supported). CSS features comprehensive, state of the art implementations of: Basic statistics, Multi-way frequency tables, Nonparametric statistics, Exploratory data analysis with analytic graphs, Multiple regression methods, Time series analysis with modeling and forecasting (incl. Full ARIMA), General ANOVA/ANCOVA/MANOVA, Contrast analysis, Discriminant function analysis, Factor analysis, Principal components, Multidimensional scaling, Item analysis/Reliability, Log-linear analysis, Cluster analysis, Non-linear estimation, Logit/Probit analysis, Canonical analysis, Survival and Failure Time analysis (Censored data), Quality Control analysis, and much more. All statistical procedures are integrated with fast data base management and instant, presentation quality graphics (over 100 types); full support for all mono and color graphics boards (incl. VGA) and over 100 plotters and printers (incl. the HP and Postscript standards). All CSS screen output is displayed via customized Scrollsheet™ (i.e., dynamic, user controlled, multi-layered tables with cells expandable into pop-up windows); all numbers in a Scrollsheet™ can be instantly converted into a variety of presentation quality graphs; contents of different Scrollsheets™ can be instantly aggregated, combined, compared, plotted, printed, or saved. The flexibility of the CSS input/output is practically unlimited: CSS offers an intelligent interface (read/write) to all common file formats (Lotus, Symphony, dBase, dBase III+, dBase IV, SYLK, ...) and special utilities to easily access data from incompatible programs; graphics can be saved in files compatible with desktop publishing programs (Aldus, Ventura). CSS data files can be as large as your operating system (DOS) allows; OS/2 version coming soon. CSS precision exceeds the standards of all common precision benchmarks. Technical note: The CSS user interface and all 10 were written in Assembler and bypass DOS; graphics and data management were written in Assembler and C; the computational algorithms were written in Assembler and optimized Fortran. D495 (plus $5 sh/h); 14-day money back guarantee.
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StatSoft

2325 East 13th Street  •  Tulsa, OK 74104  •  (918) 583-4149
Fax: (918) 583-4378

12 high purity plasmid preps in less than an hour?

Yes, with one of the new QIAGEN >plasmid< kits

- matching CsCl purity
- with new, short & simple protocols
- mini, midi or maxi scale.

QIAGEN Hi purity >plasmid< kits contain our proprietary anion exchange resin QIAGEN in disposable plastic tips, together with all the buffers and solutions required to go from overnight cultures to pure plasmids in 50 minutes (for minipreps, 90 min for maxi preps).

Hi purity kits are available for either 25 Mini- or 25 Midi or 10 Maxi preps of DNA of a purity equivalent to CsCl gradients. A fourth kit, QIAscreen, for 300 Mini preps of "screening" quality produces plasmid DNA ideal as a substrate for restriction analysis.

High recoveries
Excellent reproducibility
Non-toxic reagents

All you need to get started is a

QIAGEN >plasmid< kit
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A SPECIAL MICROSCOPE FOR MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY:

AXIOSKOP 20®
NEW CONVENIENCE AND PRODUCTIVITY FOR EVERY LABORATORY. FROM CARL ZEISS.

Do you demand high standards for your microscopes used for diagnostic specimens and research analyses? Microscopes that deliver the best possible images, easy operation in a relaxed position, and outstanding results, particularly in fluorescence microscopy.

The latest microscope in the family of Zeiss "Pyramids", the Axioskop 20 microscope, meets all these demands in a new, very special way.

Zeiss ICS optics (Infinity Color-Corrected System) guarantee excellent image quality. All the optical components of the microscope are integrated in a single, optimized system, including the unique, patented Zeiss objective and tube lens combination.

Especially important for routine work: the new Achroplan or Plan-Neofluar objectives for all fluorescence and transmitted-light microscopy. Flatness from edge to edge over the large field of view. Exceptional image contrast and superb color rendition, even for photomicrography.

The high luminous intensity of the new built-in 6 V 20W illuminator provides a bright image for transmitted-light microscopy.

The SI (System-Integrated) design is user-friendly and guarantees fatigue-free operation for many hours. Changing microscopy techniques is fast and easy. For example, a single move of a slider is all you need to change from fluorescence to transmitted-light microscopy, without any compromise in image quality. When focusing, your hands rest conveniently on the table top - where they naturally belong - and not on the edge of a hand rest.

For the full story and a demonstration, contact your Zeiss dealer. For the name of the nearest dealer, call the Microscopy Division at (914) 681-7755.

See for yourself how easy, how productive it is to work with the new Axioskop 20 microscope from Carl Zeiss.
Guarding the Guardians:
Research on

PEER REVIEW

The First International Congress on Peer Review in Biomedical Publication, to be held in Chicago May 10-12, 1989, will present original research on critical issues in the publication of scientific research. These will include:

- the relationships between authors, editors, and reviewers, and how each is educated, selected, and evaluated
- analysis of editorial decision making
- cost-benefit issues
- allocation of responsibility for published material
- appropriate editorial safeguards
- breakdowns in the system, for example, plagiarism.

For more information on attending or presenting research, contact Drummond Rennie, MD, Director, Congress on Peer Review, American Medical Association, 535 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 60610, (312) 280-7123

“Work, Finish, Publish.”
Michael Faraday
NEW ENGLAND BIOLABS

Molecular Biology and Biotechnology

Summer Workshop

WHEN:
Session I: May 28-June 10, 1989
Session II: June 11-June 24, 1989

WHERE:
Smith College
Northampton, MA

FACULTY:
Dr. Steven A. Williams
Dept. of Biological Sciences, Smith College, Northampton, MA; and Program in Molecular and Cellular Biology, University of Massachusetts.

Dr. Molly Fitzgerald-Hayes
Dept. of Biochemistry and Program in Molecular and Cellular Biology, University of Massachusetts.

Dr. Barbara Osborne
Dept. of Veterinary and Animal Sciences and Program in Molecular and Cellular Biology, University of Massachusetts.

Dr. John McCarrey
Johns Hopkins University,

Dr. Lisa Raleigh
New England Biolabs, Inc.

TO APPLY
for this workshop, please submit a recent curriculum vitae and a brief statement of motivation to:

Dr. Steven A. Williams
Dept. of Biological Sciences
Smith College
Northampton, MA 01063

We are pleased to announce the fourth annual New England Biolabs' Molecular Biology and Biotechnology Summer Workshops to be held at Smith College, Northampton, MA.

INTENSIVE BENCH EXPERIENCE: This intensive, two-week course emphasizes hands-on molecular biology laboratory work. About six hours each day will be spent working at the bench.

EXPERIMENTS WILL INCLUDE: Purification of DNA, restriction enzyme digestion, gel electrophoresis, construction of recombinant DNA molecules, cloning in plasmid and phage vectors, cloning strategies, bacterial transformation and transfection, Southern and Northern transfer and hybridization, radioactive labeling of DNA, polymerase chain reaction, pulse-field gel electrophoresis, in situ hybridization, antibody screening of an expression library and DNA sequencing. Lectures and discussion sessions (at least three hours each day) will deal with all of the above topics and how these methods are applied in molecular biology research.

INTENDED FOR BEGINNERS IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY. No previous experience in molecular biology is required or expected. Thirty participants will be selected from a variety of disciplines and academic backgrounds. Last year's participants included principal investigators, directors of programs, postdoctoral fellows and research assistants. Their fields of research included biochemistry, medical physiology, immunology, microbiology and others. They came from large universities, small colleges, hospitals and industry.

FEE: $1600 per participant includes lab manual and use of all equipment and supplies. Room and board will be available at the college for $500. This will include the use of the libraries and all campus athletic facilities including indoor and outdoor tennis courts, pool, weight room, track, etc. Scientists from developing countries with limited funds may apply to New England Biolabs for a scholarship to cover the cost of the workshop.

APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY April 21, 1989. Notification of acceptance will be mailed by April 27, 1989. Payment in full will be due by May 11, 1989. Your application should include a C.V. and a cover letter that specifies the session to which you are applying. Please indicate if you wish to be considered for the other session as a second choice. For additional information, please contact Dr. Steven A. Williams at (413) 585-3857 (between 1PM and 5PM EST).

NEW ENGLAND BIOLABS

32 Tozer Road, Beverly, MA 01915-5510

(508) 927-5054
TELEX 6817316
You might expect the companies that have introduced techniques and products such as isoelectric focusing and PhastSystem™ to supply everything you'll ever need in advanced electrophoretic technology.

Well, not quite. After dedicating more than 20 years to electrophoresis development, we're still looking for better, more innovative ways to help you manage biomolecules. And we're finding them. In protein and DNA electrophoresis, for example, Pharmacia LKB's range of media and
For molecular biologists, Pulsaphor™ and VacuGene™ have become industry standards in the areas of pulsed field electrophoresis and vacuum blotting of nucleic acids. We also offer a range of quality reagents for molecular biology. And MacroGene™ workstation simplifies DNA sequencing and analysis.

In protein and peptide research, as well as molecular biology – Pharmacia LKB offers total solutions based on electrophoresis, as well as standard and high performance chromatography.

Ask for a copy of our new Electrophoresis Catalogue '89. It contains everything you will need for protein and nucleic acid electrophoresis. Just add water ... and electricity.
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They say that variety is the spice of life. But the variety of life insurance products in the marketplace today poses a bewildering prospect—even for the most educated customer. Which is why it's refreshing to know that there's still a kind of life insurance whose appeal lays in its simplicity.

Not only is AAAS Term Life the purest kind of life insurance available, it is also the least expensive. And now that Group Rates have been cut another 15% effective 4/1/88 (they were also cut 10% last October), AAAS Term Life is an even better bargain.

If you're interested in applying for coverage from $15,000 up to $240,000, and wish to request generous protection for your family, too, the next step is simple.

Contact the Administrator, AAAS Group Insurance Program, 1255 23rd Street, N.W., Suite 300, Washington, D.C. 20037, or call toll-free (800) 424-9883 (in Washington, D.C. call 296-8030). They will be pleased to answer any questions you may have about this valuable member benefit.